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White Collar Crime is defined as a crime that is committed by professionals for financial gain. What, How and Why do people commit these things still fancy me.

White Collar Crimes are characterized by deceit without violation and application of force or violence. It might involve corporate fraud through falsification of financial information, insiders trading, money laundering and many other crimes. These arise due to weak systems and controls. One professional can penetrate and even destroy a system behind screens. Just imagine how many people can be a victim of white collar crimes in just a snap. But taking in on a brighter side, it also allows an analysis of what could go wrong in the system and might lead to continuous research on what to do for its prevention. These individuals may also be a great asset if their abilities will be utilized for common good. Those who are employed at the entity and decided to commit crimes are originally professionals that are hired for safekeeping and protection of information and entity’s resources.

Whatever the rationalization or reasons behind these actions still need an in-depth view. However, crimes are still crimes. Without enough legal and technological protection and security, these things might still breach and may cause chaos in the system.
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